This article reviews the application of a novel rapid laser-heating technique (referred to as the laserdriven thermal reactor) for characterizing multiphase, multicomponent substances. The technique provides quantitative measurements of various relevant thermochemical properties, including sample heat release rate, chemical kinetics rates, total heat value, specific heat release, and chemical reaction byproduct identification. The technique is currently being used to measure the absorption coefficient of particle-coated filters for atmospheric aerosol research. The optical properties of individual particle-laden droplets are also being studied in the laboratory under tropospheric conditions. In addition, a forensic science investigation of energetic materials is underway to develop a database of their thermal and chemical signatures. Past studies include characterization of simulant hazardous organic wastes and propellants for improving storage safety, and planned future studies are to focus on thermochemical characterization of biomass/biofuels/biodiesel. Results presented demonstrate the capability of this technique to address different thermochemical-related issues associated with a wide variety of applications.
I. Introduction
Thermal analysis techniques, such as differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA), and bomb calorimetry are commonly used tools for determining the energy absorption and/or release from materials. In general, they are appropriate for temperature levels up to 1000 K and heating rates up to 1 K/s (limited by instrument design and intended applications). As a result of the limited heating rate (longer time scale), thermochemical phenomena, which potentially can provide important process information, may go undetected by the completion of chemical reactions under investigation. This reduced sensitivity may be attributed, in part, to the limited heating rates available during substance chemical decomposition at higher temperatures. As an example, the literature reports 1 that sodium nitrate (NaNO 3 ) and sodium nitrite (NaNO 2 ) chemically decompose at relatively slow heating rates of 5 K/min at 550 K and 590 K, respectively, but at higher heating rates the rapid temperature rise may lead to an explosion at 810 K. Because of the relatively low heating rate, DSC monitoring of the thermal behavior at higher temperatures may occur after consumption of the chemical reactants, and therefore, fail to detect process features (e.g., exotherms and endotherms). Thus, for this case, higher heating rates are required to appropriately monitor thermal behavior before the occurrence of significant decomposition and completion of chemical reactions. The rapid attainment of high temperatures to diagnose such reactions is achievable with laser-heating techniques.
Several laser-based techniques exist that use high heating rates to determine substance physical properties. For example, laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) and laser induced incandescence (LII) are two such techniques. In LIBS, a focused pulsed Nd:YAG laser is used to rapidly heat metals and form a high-temperature microplasma (on the order of 1 x 10 4 K). 2 During rapid cooling, radiation is emitted and a spectrometer is used to determine sample composition. Issues include excessive heating effects on changing material properties, 3 and plasma decay rates vary by species so LIBS must be optimized individually. 4 In LII, a pulsed Nd:YAG laser is used to heat soot particles to the carbon vaporization temperature (at about 4 x 10 3 K). Using thermal energy conservation and the temperature decay time after heating, one may determine the soot primary particle size and volume fraction. 5 Longer decay times are indicative of larger particle sizes. 6 One issue is the effect of laser heating on soot particle morphology and size distribution. More recently, rapid-heating, micro-differential scanning calorimetry 7, 8 has been used to heat energetic materials, using a silicon based µ-DSC device (with a heating rate of up to 1 x 10 7 K/s). These devices, however, are limited to small sample quantities, liquid substances, and material temperature.
This article reviews the application of a novel thermal-heating technique, referred to as the laser-driven thermal reactor (LDTR), to multicomponent and multiphase substances. Unlike the aforementioned laser-heating techniques (and respective limitations), the LDTR technique measures the total thermal response (due to both substance thermal and chemical heat release). The technique is used to provide quantitative information on thermochemical properties (e.g., heat capacity, thermal conductivity, emissivity, and absorptivity), chemical processes (i.e., exothermic and endothermic reactions), reaction sequence, and rate constants.
II. Experimental Arrangement
Details describing the LDTR experimental arrangement and theoretical development are published elsewhere, [9] [10] [11] with the highlights summarized below. The experimental arrangement consists of a copper reactor sphere (with a diameter of (18.2 ± 0.03) mm and thickness of 0.14 mm) positioned near the center of a 5 L vacuum chamber. The chamber has five viewing ports (four ports on the chamber side placed 90 degrees apart and one port on the top). The top of the vacuum chamber provides access to the reactor. Each viewing port includes a vacuumsealed 76 mm diameter quartz window, which is suitable for transmission of laser beams to the reactor. Measurements are generally carried out in an inert environment under vacuum to prevent sample oxidation. A schematic of the LDTR reactor sphere and supporting sub-systems is presented in Figs. 1 and 2 , respectively.
An opening is in the top of the copper reactor sphere allows for placement of the sample, and another opening in the bottom is used to introduce the thermocouples. Near the center of the reactor sphere, sample is placed on and supported by thin-wire extensions that protrude from near the bead of a thermocouple (see inset in Fig. 1 ). The reported expanded uncertainties are Type A evaluations (statistical analysis of a series of replicated measurements), 12 which are estimated by determining the standard uncertainty for the variables, completing a propagation of errors analysis, and combining uncertainties to provide the expanded uncertainty. The sample is in contact with a commercially fabricated, K-type, fine-wire thermocouple (0.25 mm in diameter, unsheathed), i.e., 'sample' thermocouple, and a second thermocouple, i.e., 'reactor' thermocouple, is in contact with the reactor inner wall.
Sample is heated indirectly to a preselected steady-state temperature (i.e., the temperature at which the sample is evaluated) by a continuouswave multi-mode Nd:YAG laser, operating at a wavelength of 1064 nm. The laser light is split into two beams (by directing the light to opposing sides of the reactor surface) and expanded to near the reactor diameter with standard optical components. This laser beam is referred to as the 'heating' beam. Heating to different preselected steady-state temperatures and analyzing the time-resolved temperature measurements (i.e., thermograms) of both the sample and reactor is referred to as the 'heating-rate' approach. Generally, this approach has been used to obtain chemical kinetic information for chemical reacting processes.
Another mode of thermal analysis involves direct laser heating of the sample (after reaching the steady-state temperature) from a third beam of selected wavelength (i.e., the 'probe' beam) down through the opening in the top of the reactor. In our case, this beam is diverted from the heating beam. This mode of operation is referred to as the 'direct-heating' approach. Thus, at the steady-state sample temperature, the probe beam increases the sample temperature to a new steady-state temperature (of less than 10 % of the initial steady-state value). The temperature decay back to the initial steady-state temperature is then monitored after blocking the probe beam. Generally, this approach has been used in nonreacting situations, such as to determine particle absorptivity for filters coated with atmospheric aerosols.
The two approaches have been shown to be equivalent. 9 The use of one approach over another essentially depends on the analysis protocol required to evaluate a particular parameter from the theoretical analysis of the thermal energy conservation equation, as summarized in the next section.
III.
Theoretical Development
A. Conservation of Thermal Energy with Chemical Reaction
The theoretical model is based on a representation of the heating process associated with the above-mentioned experimental arrangement. The following thermal energy balance governs the heating process: (1) where the rate of change of sample internal thermal energy is given by the term on the left side of Eq. 1, R 1 (T r ) is the rate at which heat is transferred from the reactor at temperature T r to the sample, and R 2 (T) is the rate of heat loss from the sample, T is the sample temperature, c p (T) is the sample specific heat capacity at the sample temperature, m(t) is the sample mass with respect to time t. The first term on the right side of the Eq. 1 is the thermal energy absorbed by the sample, where I I is the laser beam incident radiation intensity that heats the sample, A is the sample geometric cross-sectional area, β(T,λ) is the sample hemispherical absorptivity at temperature T and laser wavelength λ. The heat transfer term, F(T,T o ), represents the sample thermal energy losses due to conduction, convection, and radiation throughout the arrangement. The parameter T o is the sample temperature at steady state. Thermal energy losses due to chemical reaction and vaporization are considered if there is a detectable mass change, ∆m(t), after heating the sample, with q(T) defined as the specific heat release rate due to chemical reactions (i.e., the rate at which thermal energy is released or absorbed by a substance per unit mass during chemical reactions).
B. Analysis Protocol for the Heating-Rate Approach
For the heating-rate approach, an exponentially decaying expression for the rise in temperature to the steadystate temperature is given by:
This expression is assumed since it fits the experimental data satisfactorily in the regions of interest. 10 The term T a is the ambient temperature, and τ * is the temperature-dependent relaxation time. Taking the derivative of Eq. 2 with respect to time results in the expression:
An analytical expression is derived for τ * from Eqs. 2 and 3, which is based on obtaining the sample temperature for two different laser fluences (without the reactive sample) from a common value of the reactor temperature, T r (see Fig. 3A ), and is given by:
where T 1 and T 2 are the sample temperatures at time t, and (dT/dt) 1 and (dT/dt) 2 are the sample temperature-time derivatives (corresponding to T 1 and T 2 ), for the two different laser fluences, respectively. To compare the sample temperature obtained at the two different heating rates, the reactor temperature must remain unchanged. To accomplish this, a reactor temperature is chosen (with sufficient sensitivity to determine the temperature-time derivatives). Then the two sample temperatures (T 1 and T 2 ) and corresponding sample temperature derivatives are obtained by extrapolation to the appropriate curves, as illustrated in Fig. 3A . The value of τ * is determined from Eq. 4 without the sample and thus it is assumed that the thermal energy balance equation for the sample (see Eq. 1) is the sum of a nonreacting and chemical reacting expression. The difference in thermograms with and without sample will be similar, except upon initiation of chemical reactions. This value of τ * remains unchanged for a particular sample and sample temperature.
C. Determining Substance Total Specific Heat Release
The following protocol is used for cases where one wants to determine the total specific heat release for chemically reacting substances. Once the relaxation time is known, as described above, separate experiments are carried out at a chosen laser fluence for the baseline (no sample) and sample. The equations representing these two experiments are:
Subtracting Eq. 6 from Eq. 5, substituting into Eq. 4, and rearranging terms results in the following expression for the specific heat release rate, q(T), due to chemical reaction: (7) where the subscript 's' refers to the sample in Eq. 5, the subscript 'ws' refers to without sample in Eq. 6, and all terms can be obtained from the experiment to determine the value of q(T). Integration of Eq. 7 with respect to time (for the entire experiment, which includes the combination of endothermic and exothermic processes) results in an expression for the total specific heat release, Q = ʃ q(T) dt, which in turn is equal to -∆H (where ∆H is the change in enthalpy of a chemical reaction). 9 One can then compare the measured change in enthalpy to calculated values, which are derived from the set of possible overall chemical reactions (i.e., as obtained from the literature). The relevant chemical reaction is assumed to be that reaction with a calculated value of ∆H similar to the measured value.
D. Analysis Protocol using the Direct-Heating Approach
For the direct-heating approach, the different heating regimes described earlier, and illustrated by Fig. 3B , can be characterized by Eq. 1. Initially, the sample is heated to a prescribed steady-state temperature with the heating beam (Regime 1 in Fig. 3B ). At the steady-state temperature (end of Regime 1), the probe beam is directed onto the sample, causing the sample temperature to rise slightly to a new steady-state temperature (Regime 2). The probe beam is then blocked so that the sample temperature decays to the original steady-state temperature (Regime 3, τ passive system response). Note that this approach is used for non-reacting substances or residue remaining after completion of chemical reactions (as indicated in Fig. 3B) . Specifically, the two regimes corresponding to the perturbed sample temperature (i.e., Regimes 2 and 3 in Fig. 3B , respectively) are expressed by:
Temperature Decay:
where the subscript pb refers to the probe beam (i.e., with the heating beam still maintaining the steady-state temperature T o ). The relaxation time, τ * , is determined from Regime 3, using Eq. 3,
E. Determining Substance Absorptivity
The substance absorptivity, β(T,λ), is determined by evaluating Eqs. 9 and 10. Regression analysis of the measured sample thermogram is used to fit the best exponentially decaying expression to the data, which then provides an estimate of the three expression fitting parameters, i.e., τ * , T o , and T max . To evaluate the absorptivity, Eq. 10 is substituted into Eq. 9 through the term F(T, T o ), which represents the intersection of both the perturbed steady state and decay regimes. The temperature derivative dT/dt in Eq. 11 is then determined for Regime 3. This derivative is evaluated at the intercept of the thermogram temperature at t = 0 in Regime 3, i.e., for
Tmax ). The sample mass is determined using a commercial precision mass balance (with resolution of 1 x 10 -5 g), and the value of the specific heat capacity is calculated at T max . The value of c p (T max ) is based on taking the weighted mean (if the sample is multicomponent or sitting on a substrate) from exponential expressions of c p (T) (i.e., regressive fits of the data found in Haynes et al. 13 One can then evaluate the heat transfer term, F(T,T o ), at T max with Eq. 10. It then follows from Eq. 9 that the term β(T,λ) at both T max and λ can be determined after estimating the probe-beam laser power.
F. Particle Absorption Based on Conservation of Electromagnetic Radiation
For an individual particle, absorption is normally evaluated in terms of the absorption cross section, C abs . 14 This calculation can be accomplished using a modified version of Eq. 1, for which the absorptivity term is replaced by the absorption efficiency, Q abs (= C abs /πd 2 ). For an ensemble of particles (e.g., aerosol), Beer's Law 14 is used to obtain the absorption coefficient, α, which is dependent on the characteristic path length (d c ) through the aerosol. For particles on or within a substrate (e.g., a particle-laden filter), determination of the particle absorption coefficient is somewhat more complex. The analysis is dependent on the conservation of incident radiation at a surface (see Presser 10 ), and is expressed as:
where ρ is the sample reflectivity (surface phenomenon including both specular and diffuse components), τ is the sample transmissivity (including specular and diffuse components), and β is the sample absorptivity (near surface phenomenon for opaque substances. 15 If ρ is the fraction of incident radiation intensity that is reflected, then it follows 14 : (14) and from Eq. 12: where I ρ is the reflected intensity, I τ is the transmitted intensity, and I β is the resulting intensity absorbed by the sample, ε is the extinction coefficient (ε ≡ α + σ]), 14, 16 and σ is the scattering coefficient.
G. Particle Absorption Coefficient for ParticleLaden Substrates
The protocol for determining the absorption coefficient of a particle-laden substrate also requires estimating values for ρ and ε. Thus for closure, in addition to measurement of the absorptivity (as described above), the transmissivity is also determined using a classical arrangement (see Fig. 4 and Eq. 14).
14 With measurements for both β andτ, the reflectivity is determined from Eq. 12, and the extinction coefficient is determine from
If the scattering coefficient is negligible (i.e., for absorbing samples) then ε = α. Measurement from both the particle-laden filter and a clean filter enables one to isolate the particle characteristics. To obtain the particle absorption coefficient for a substrate laden with absorbing particles (i.e., without the filter contribution), one can use the following relationships: (18) where A * is the absorbance (A
, and the subscripts ps, s and p refer to the particle-laden substrate, clean substrate, and isolated particles, respectively.
H. Particle Mass-Specific Absorption Cross Section
Sample absorbance, A * , is often reported on a mass specific basis (e.g., Weingartner et al. 17 
IV. Past and Current Applications of the LDTR Technique
The LDTR heating-rate and direct-heating approaches have been applied to several different investigations. The summary given below demonstrates the applicability of the technique.
A. Hazardous Waste Safety
Energetic hazardous wastes are composed of a complex multiphase mixture of organics, solvents, additives, and a variety of other inorganic substances. 18 Determination of the potential for release of such wastes to the environment, as caused by a rapid release of chemical energy, is a difficult and complex problem. Such a release can be caused by several factors, such as a thermally accelerating runaway reaction, and/or high-energy initiator (e.g., lightning or fire). How such waste mixtures behave and react during exposure to a high-energy initiator, and what are the chemical reaction byproducts, can be of great concern. The behavior of these substances can be dependent on many parameters, including the substance physical and chemical properties, as well as the properties of the surrounding environment.
The total heating value and heat release rate of waste exothermal processes can act as a means to characterize the tendency for uncontrolled reactions (e.g., thermally explosive reactions). A simulant high-level organic waste (referred to as PAS 94) was used to demonstrate the energy release/absorption processes that may be involved with such substances. 9 This simulant consisted of over 24 different compounds including organics, inorganics, solvents, sodium nitrate, sodium nitrite, and additives. Five compounds comprised about 67 % of the total mixture (i.e., 31.48 % NaOH, 15.40 % NaNO 3 , 7.39 % NaNO 2 , 7.10 % NaC 2 H 3 O 3 , and 6.3 % H 2 O).
The LDTR and a DSC were used to study the behavior of PAS 94. Using the LDTR heating-rate approach, the dependence of sample temperature with time was investigated for pre-dried (in a vacuum oven at room temperature for two days) and undried sample. Figure 5 presents the sample temperature ( Fig. 5A) and temperature difference Fig. 5B ) with respect to time for undried PAS 94. Figure 5A presents heating curves for both the baseline (i.e., heating of the substrate without sample) and sample (i.e., sample with the substrate). The arrows indicate the presence of an accelerated rate of heat release at about 25 s (i.e., exothermic reaction). The dashed line is a curve fit to the data prior to the accelerated heat release at 25 s to indicate how the data might evolve at higher sample temperatures if the process remained endothermic. The energy released (exothermic) or absorbed (endothermic) by the sample with time is function of the temperature difference between the sample and baseline, as presented in Fig. 5B for the undried simulant waste PAS 94. One can solve Eq. 1 using the temperature difference given in Differential scanning calorimetry (with a heating rate of 5 K/min) results with undried sample indicated that at temperatures between 300 K and 450 K there was a strong endotherm of about 731 J/g, an exotherm at 500 K to 650 K of about 654 J/g, and another exotherm at 730 K to 780K of about 5.8 J/g; with a net absorbed energy of about 71 J/g. The measurement expanded uncertainty is estimated to be within 2 %. Sample pre-drying caused the exothermal energy release between 500 K and 650 K to decrease from 654 J/g to 359 J/g. The endotherm between 300 K and 450 K decreased significantly from 731 J/g to 76 J/g, and the exotherm between 730 K and 780 K increased from 5.8 J/g to 84 J/g. As a result, the net energy release increased to 367 J/g, which was attributed to a decrease in evaporation of water.
For the LDTR (with heating rates of between 30 K/s to 40 K/s), results for the undried sample indicated that endothermic processes dominated the early stage of heating in the sample temperature range of 440 K to 630 K (where the heating curve for the sample is below the baseline in Fig. 5A ). Exothermic processes dominated the later stages of heating in the sample temperature range of 735 K to 910 K (where the heating curve is above the baseline in Fig. 5A) . Presumably, the accelerated rate of heat release at 25 s (not apparent with the DSC) was attributed to completion of the endothermic process and initiation of an exothermic process. Thus, assuming a twostage process, the total endothermic specific heat release of the undried sample for the lower temperature range (defined as Stage A) was -1.2 kJ/g. The measurement expanded uncertainty is estimated to be within 10 %. The total exothermic specific heat release for the higher temperature range (defined as Stage B) was 2.9 kJ/g. The total heating value of the undried sample (i.e., endotherm and exotherm together) was 1.7 kJ/g. In the case of the predried sample, the results appeared to be quantitatively similar. These results suggest that the thermal release characteristics of PAS 94 waste may not depend only on combustion of organics in oxygen. 
B. Forensics of Homemade Explosives
Synthesized homemade explosive (HME) materials have been and continue to be used by extremists and terrorists due to the widespread availability and easy accessibility of the precursors. This is a major concern expressed by the Federal Government 19 with regard to improvised explosive devices of which HMEs are an essential component. Accurate forensic information on HMEs is critical for identifying the origin of the explosive materials and precursors, and determining HME formulation and synthesis procedures. Current forensic examination of the pre-and post-blast physical evidence lacks specificity for HME identification. Development of a thermal-/chemicalsignature database, obtained for pre-selected HME precursor materials, would assist in forensic processing and analysis of data recovered from HME target locations (i.e., pre-and post-blast sites).
Homemade explosives are often composed of mixtures of both solid oxidizer and liquid fuel. The oxidation of the fuel is heterogeneous, and the rate of reaction depends on the contact surface area between the fuel and oxidizer. It has been documented (e.g., Rostberg 20 ) that porous solids are often ground into powders to increase surface area and improve the total exothermic energy release. Porous surfaces can be thought of containing both an internal surface (i.e., network of pores) and external outer surface. The large internal solid surface absorbs, retains, and augments oxidizer contact area with the liquid fuel. Vaporization and dripping occur more readily on the external surface. Thus, oxidizer porosity and particle size are critical parameters for promoting exothermic chemical reactions.
Two of the more commonly used HME materials are ammonium nitrate (AN) and nitromethane (NM). The thermal behavior of AN is important from both an industrial and national security perspective. Ammonium nitrate is used in agriculture as a nitrogen fertilizer, and industry as an explosive material. 21 As a national security issue, extremists commonly use AN to manufacture HME.
To this end, experiments were carried out using the LDTR heating-rate approach 11 to study the thermal decomposition of NM and AN. In general, NM is an additive to AN; however, results for isolated NM and AN can be useful for evaluating mixture thermal degradation. The thermal energy release and chemical kinetics information were obtained for both substances at different temperatures, sample masses, and heating rates. Analyses were carried out to identify HME thermal behavior, i.e., exothermic and endothermic processes. The endothermic behavior is assumed to be attributed to organics (if present), water vaporization, phase transition, and/or chemical/thermal decomposition, while exothermic behavior is attributed to the occurrence of chemical reactions and possibly the presence of accelerated rates of thermal energy release (that may be indicative of uncontrolled reaction rates due to the energetic nature of the material).
Results indicated that the liquid-fuel saturation of the solid internal pores appears to be a limiting parameter for the total specific heat release during exothermic processes. The contribution of the external-surface liquid fuel to the total specific heat release is negligible during thermal oxidation and vaporization due to the relatively quick liquid mass change. For this study, results indicated a dependency of the AN thermal signatures on sample mass and laser heating rate, which was undetectable by other commercially available thermal analysis techniques (e.g., DSC and TGA). Figure 6 presents a typical ammonium nitrate thermal signature from the LDTR and a conventional differential thermal analyzer (DTA). 22 The LDTR heating rate was about 200 times faster than that of the DTA, which resulted in a much stronger signal with respect to time. The LDTR results also denote clearly important thermal-related features for AN, such as the melting, boiling, and thermal decomposition temperatures. Furthermore, the slower heating rate of the commercial instrument resulted in depletion of the sample (due to boiling and evaporation) before reaching the threshold temperature of the exothermic process.
C. Biomass Decomposition
Technologies for biomass-to-energy conversion are based on thermal, biochemical, and physical processing. 23 Fermentation is one commonly used conversion technique but is relatively slow and requires the integrated pretreatment of lignocellulose by enzymes, hydrolysis, or thermochemical processes for decomposition to simpler sugars. 24 Thermal conversion consists of either direct conversion of biomass to heat, steam, and electricity, or indirect conversion to energy carriers, such as bio-oil and bio-gas. Thermochemical conversion of biomass to biofuel is a complex process generally involving gasification and pyrolysis. 25 However, there is a basic lack of understanding of how chemical and thermophysical properties of biomass stocks relate to biofuel composition. 
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For example, thermal oxidation of sugars within lignocellulose can lead to the formation of tars (caramelization) at temperatures between 400 K and 500 K, 27 which may clog passages (as those leading to automotive and aircraft engines). What is known about the caramelization process is that water is removed from a sugar (dehydration), proceeding to isomerization, fragmentation, and polymerization of the sugar into various high-weight compounds. Fragmentation reactions result in low-molecular-weight compounds which may be volatile, while polymerization reactions lead to larger molecular weight compounds, which contribute to the sugar dark brown color. Due to the lack of more detailed reaction information, thermochemical properties, and chemical reaction data are needed for different biomass properties and operating environments to assist in improving process conversion efficiency, as well as our understanding of the decomposition process.
One major issue with biomass-to-fuel conversion is the unknown chemical pathways involved in the decomposition of lignocellolose (i.e., plant cell wall composed of lignin, cellulose, and hemicellulose) directly to glucose. 28 To this end, the LDTR is currently being used with the direct-heating approach to investigate the caramelization of sucrose. In addition to LDTR thermochemistry results, reaction gas byproducts are collected and analyzed for chemical species identification. For the protocol presented in Fig. 3B , the sample is heated to the steady-state temperature with the assumption that chemical reactions occur during the heating up process to steady state. At steady state, the emitted gas byproducts are collected for analysis by a gas chromatography/mass spectrometer (GC/MS), see Fig. 2 . Then the probe beam is initiated for the thermal analysis segment of the experiment. For the chemical byproduct analysis, peak identification of the most likely species was performed with the aide of the NIST automated mass spectral deconvolution and identification system (AMDIS) software to deconvolute the mass spectra. 29 An example is presented in Fig. 7 , which was obtained for sucrose in nitrogen at 623 K, indicating a large peak for CO 2 and many additional smaller peaks to be identified. With the combination of the LDTR thermal analysis of the total heat release (i.e., change in enthalpy), and the additional chemical species information from the GC/MS, more analysis can be carried out to elucidate the possible chemical pathways associated with the decomposition of complex sugars.
D. Particle Absorption Characteristics for Atmospheric Aerosols
Collecting particles on filters is the most widely used technique for atmospheric aerosol sampling, primarily because of its low cost and simplicity. 30 Filter-based particle absorption techniques include the Aethalometer, (e.g., Hansen et al. 31 ), integrating-plate/integrating-sphere photometer (e.g., Lawless et al. 32 ), particle soot absorption photometer, PSAP (e.g., Bond et al. 33 ), and continuous soot monitoring system, COSMOS (e.g., Kondo et al. 34 , Nakasawa et al. 35 ). The multi-angle absorption photometers, MAAP (e.g.,) was developed more recently, using radiative transfer considerations to compensate for filter surface reflected light (e.g., Moteki et al. 36 , Collaud Coen et al. 37 ), however, there still remain particle-loading limitations. These techniques are based on measuring the light transmission through the particle-laden filter to obtain the absorption coefficient from the Beer-Lambert law.
One important issue that has been reported extensively in the literature (e.g., Virkkula et al. 38 , Taha et al. 39 , Cappa et al. 40 ) is filter substrate effects on determining the correct value for the particle absorption coefficient, often referred to as 'absorption enhancement'. This effect is attributed to absorption of backscattered laser light from the filter material, which on first pass is not absorbed by the particles discretely distributed over and embedded within the filter. 33, 41 As a result, a substantial increase may occur in the measured particle absorption.
In addition, an opposing effect to absorption enhancement is 'shadowing,' in which a heavier filter mass loading of absorbing particles on a filter surface results in an apparent diminished optical path length and concomitant reduction in the absorption coefficient. 17, 42 Also, multiple-scattering effects for absorbing particles embedded within a fibrous filter appear to be obscured by the layer of surface particles, resulting in a similar decrease in absorption coefficient. 43, 44 Thus, it is unknown to what extent absorption enhancement and shadowing effects influence the aerosol absorption properties. 45 The LDTR was used with the direct-heating approach to determine the absorptivity of quartz-fiber (fibrous), Teflon (matted), and polycarbonate (membrane) filters coated with nigrosin (a highly absorbing dye 46 ) over a range of steady-state temperatures. 10 Chemical reactions were not considered as nigrosin is nonreactive. Transmissivity measurements were also performed to provide the particle absorption coefficient and mass-specific cross section. 14 Measurements for both clean and coated filters enabled determination of the isolated particle absorption characteristics, which (when compared with the coated filters) was used to estimate absorption enhancement effects, as defined by (19) where C is the mass-specific absorption cross section, m is the sample mass, and the subscripts p and s refer to the particle and substrate (i.e., the filters), respectively. The variation of the sample absorption enhancement ratio with steady-state temperature was determined for the different filter materials and mass loadings, e.g., see Figs. 8. The results indicate that the value of α R increases as the mass loading decreases and as the value of T o increases. The effects of the filter substrate on enhancing absorption tends to be more significant for increasing steady-state temperature, lighter mass loadings, and for filter substrates with smaller pore sizes. The values of the absorption enhancement ratio for the polycarbonate filters compared well with values found in the literature 17, 39, 47 . 
E. Ice Crystal Absorption Cross Sections
One major source of aerosol emissions in the atmosphere is from aircraft exhaust. Soot immersed in or attached to contrail ice particles may increase the absorption of solar radiation, thus reducing the albedo of contrails. 48 One of the weaknesses of radiative forcing calculations is that light-absorbing aerosols are not fully treated, i.e., both direct and indirect effects, in part because absorbing aerosols are perhaps the most difficult substances to infer climate temperature change. 49 Furthermore, the chemical effects of black carbon and sulfate particles on the microphysical properties (e.g., the refractive indexes) of ice particles in cirrus clouds in the upper troposphere/lower stratosphere (UTLS) are poorly known and need to be improved. 50 Numerical studies have demonstrated the potential effect of soot on formation of ice particles and cirrus clouds but its effect has not been quantified, 51, 52 although the radiative forcing effect is thought to be positive. 53 Sulfur also enhances absorption characteristics of soot particles, alters the chemical reactivity of dry soot, and provides volatile solid precursors for ice nucleation and growth. 54, 55 A clear correlation between fuel sulfur content and soluble mass fractions found on fresh exhaust soot suggests that soot hydrates more effectively with increasing sulfur content (sulfuric acid being the primary soluble constituent). 56 The interaction between sulfuric acid, water vapor, and soot in the UTLS has been observed to have a substantial impact on aerosol optical properties and cloudforming processes. 57 The measurement of the absorption cross section of water/sulfuric acid droplets with internally-mixed soot is to be carried out using a modified version of the LDTR direct-heating approach. However, the probe beam will be used to perturb subzero steady-state temperatures. Simulated atmospheric droplets will be introduced into an enclosed acoustic levitator (see Fig. 9 ) at near tropospheric conditions (e.g., pressure, temperature, humidity, and gas composition). Fine-wire thermocouples and nonintrusive optical techniques (e.g., optical pyrometry) are being used to monitor particle temperature signature. A long-distance microscope in conjunction with a macro-lens and CMOS camera is used to visualize and document the particle/droplet macro morphological features and temporal changes. Effects to be investigated include temporal life-cycle changes in absorption characteristics under different conditions (i.e., during droplet freezing, ice crystal nucleation and growth, chemical reaction, and droplet/crystal aging).
V. Summary
Results have been presented on the application of a novel laser-heating technique to measure thermochemical properties of a variety of substances. The technique is based on measurement of the substance thermal history and the theoretical analysis for thermal energy conservation. The processes investigated included the total energy B A Figure 9 . Schematic of A) acoustic levitator and B) surrounding diagnostic equipment for obtaining the optical characteristics of isolated frozen droplets and ice crystals.
release of simulant hazardous waste energetic materials, thermal behavior of homemade explosive materials, and the absorption characteristics of different filter materials coated with absorbing particles. Current projects are focusing on analysis of sugar caramelization chemistry, and measurement of the absorption cross section of levitated particleladen droplets under tropospheric conditions.
